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SIERRA SYSTEM ADMINISTRATION 
Sierra Send mail  

 
Software Only customers configure sendmail on their Innovative systems. Your local system 
administrator has full control over the mail subsystem. Your system administrator needs to 
know how to configure sendmail for those Innovative products that rely on the mail subsystem. 

Specifically, the local mail delivery program should be set to use the Innovative mail delivery 
software (mailer), which is installed in a directory reserved for Innovative software. This 
ensures that Innovative system logins configured to send and receive mail will have their mail 
delivered to the correct mail inbox. Non-Innovative logins are not affected by the use of the 
Innovative local mail delivery software -- mail for these logins is delivered to the standard UNIX 
inbox. 
 
Innovative recommends that you either use a generic configuration file for your system or 
create one with the M4 utility distributed with sendmail. Once you have a suitable 
configuration file, modify the line specifying the local mail delivery program. Two samples 
appear below: 
 
Example 1 
 
MLOCAL, P=/IIIDB/SOFTWARE/HM7/MAILER, F=LSDFMAW5:/|@QRMN9, S=10/30,R=20/40, 
T=DNS/RFC822/X-UNIX, A=IIIMAIL -D $U 
 
Example 2 
 
MLOCAL, P=/IIIDB/SOFTWARE/HM7/MAILER, F=RLSDFMMN, S=10, R=20,A=IIIMAIL -D $U 
Please note that due to system- or site-specific customizations, the mailer program is not 
always located in the same directory on all Innovative systems. A common alternative path is: 
 
/iiidb/hm7/mailer 
 
System administrators should contact the Help Desk if they have any trouble locating the mailer 
program on their system. 
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This publication is supplied for the exclusive use of customers of Innovative Interfaces with the 
understanding that it shall not be shown or distributed to anyone outside of the customer's 
organization without the prior written permission of Innovative Interfaces. This publication may 
be copied only if the copies are for the exclusive use of staff members of libraries that have 
purchased the Innovative system. 
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